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Hi! 

I’m Tim and I'm the founder of Grow Good, one of Aotearoa's foundation Certified B Corporations.

Thanks for downloading this short guide to B Corps. More importantly, thanks for your interest in undertaking the 
journey to becoming a more purpose-driven entity. 

Over the next few pages, I'll provide an overview of the history of B Corp, what it is, why we need it and more 
importantly how you can go about the Certification and what’s in it for you and your business.

Yours in purpose,

Thanks!



After completing the sale of AND1 in 2005 – the basketball-apparel company that he had co-founded - Jay Coen Gilbert 
realised he wanted to start something different. 

That led to the concept of B Corp coming about in 2006 after he realised the power of business to make an impact on the 
world. 

However, the genesis for the movement started in crisis in 2001.

The near-miss of his sister being one of the lucky ones to be pulled out of the Twin Towers, closely followed by one of his 
team members at AND1 passing away were the existential shocks he needed for him to ponder on his own mortality and if he 
was doing enough with his life.

Ultimately that reflection crystalised the idea that shareholder primacy, where the stock price dominates at the cost of 
everything else, leads to toxic short-termism.

He felt it was time to create an organisation that would allow companies to apply for a designation that would publicly hold 
them accountable for the ways they benefitted workers, communities, the environment, and customers - not just their 
shareholders.

This idea would mature into the notion of B Corporations, where the B stands for “benefit.”

A Shoe To Change The World?





Certified B Corps are businesses that seek to balance purpose and profit and are willing to be held accountable for this 

This means that rather than solely focusing on profit maximisation, they consider the impact of their operations on their 
workers, customers, suppliers, community, and the environment.

This means that B Corps are leaders of a global movement of business committed to being a force for good. 

To do that they need to meet verified higher levels of transparency and accountability around their social and environmental 
performance

Beyond a commitment and verification tool, it's also a movement, community and guide for maximising the impact that your 
business can make.  

Who/What is B Corp?



Verification Commitment

Movement

Community

Impact Guide



B Lab is a non-for-profit that serves a global movement of people using business as a force for good. 

B Lab started in the USA in 2007 and came to Australia & New Zealand in 2014. 

B Lab exists to change the culture and practice of business and is transforming the global economy to 
benefit all people, communities, and the planet. 

A leader in economic systems change, a global network of B Labs creates standards, policies, and tools for 
business, and they certify the companies as B Corps. 

The regional focus here is to improve the culture and practice of business in Australia and Aotearoa New 
Zealand so that the economy builds community and regenerates the environment. 

B Lab vs B Corp?



There are some basic criteria you will need to meet:

• For-profit businesses of any size (some charities may qualify)
• Any industry/geography 
• Any legal structure
• In operation for more than 1 year

There are some restrictions around certain industries such as gambling, 
extractive industries and other risky business.

Certain charities might also be eligible for Certification; however they must 
have a Limited Company trading capacity.

Who Can Certify?



How To Certify
To become a B Corp, you need to undertake the B Impact Assessment (BIA) and check your business operations against the 5 pillars of:

• Governance
• Workers
• Community
• Environment
• Customer Model

The BIA is essentially a series of many questions that assesses the positive social and environmental impact of your business. To qualify for 
certification you must meet the performance requirement of scoring 80/200 points. Once verified by a B Lab assessor you pay your Certification 
fee (this is based on your annual revenue and will vary depending on which part of the world you are in) and you are then certified. 

You pay this fee annually and currently, you need to undertake the recertification process every 3 years.

Beyond the operational questions, there are also more points available through unlocking what's called Impact Business Model (IBM) questions.

IBM's allow you to measure the impact of projects/initiatives in your organisation that create specific positive benefit/outcomes for one or more 
of its stakeholders where you are going out of your way to solve a specific social/environmental challenge.



Certification Fees

Australia & New Zealand

UK

North America



The Roadmap



The BIA
The BIA reviews your business against 
the 5 sections/pillars of:

1. Governance
2. Workers
3. Community
4. Environment
5. Customers

You will also be asked to answer some 
disclosure questions to ensure you are 
not involved with any behaviours or 
industries that might preclude you from 
certification.



Next Level Impact - IBM

The 5 pillars of the assessment are at the top and you can see the high-level areas that the questions cover. The dark blue boxes with light 
blue text at the bottom and right hand side show the gateway topics to the IBM questions. 

Ethics

Transparency

Mission Lock

Compensation

Development

Worker Owned

Job Creation

Diversity

Supply Chain

Inputs

Outputs

Pos Env Impact

Health

Education

Basic Services



Beyond B Corp?

BAU
CSR

B Corp
IBM

Regen

B Corp is undoubtedly an amazing framework and tool to help businesses understand 
the good that they are doing. It's certainly a step above Business As Usual (BAU) and 
some basic Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) practices.

Once you have reached the level of B Corp Certification it's a natural progression to look 
at where you can do more good. I call this the "purpose horizon" as you start to 
understand the potential good you could do.

Beyond B Corp, the future is for regenerative business. 
Businesses whose very existence makes 
the world a better place. 



B Corp + UNSDG's

More recently B Lab has been collaborating with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (UNSDG's).

Many businesses are looking into how they can align strategy with supporting them. 
The great news is that the BIA now also has a UNSDG Manager. So, as you 
complete your B Corp assessment you will also complete a UNSDG assessment.  

This means you can learn which SDGs matter most to you based on your company 
profile, and how to take action today.

Beyond that, you can further understand and share your impact and get a clear view 
of how your operations, supply chain, and business model create positive impact, 
and identify risk areas for each SDG.



GHG Emissions
B Corps are twice as likely to 

be offsetting their GHG 
emissions

Chronically Underemployed
63 % of B Corps hire workers 

that have historically been from 
underemployed populations

Pay Ratio
The average pay ration of 

highest to lowest paid worker 
at a B Corp compared to 144:1

2x 63% 7:1

The Impact?
B Corp Certified businesses are definitely walking the walk when it comes to making a positive impact.



The B Corp Moment?
Every business needs employees, customers, suppliers and investors.

All of those groups are now increasingly looking to be involved with businesses that can demonstrate measure and 
report the good that they are doing.

These human drivers are also being fuelled by increasingly obvious systemic challenges that we are all more aware of. 

Some examples of this are the “Great Resignation” of 2021 as more people than ever seek to move/change their 
career trajectory. COVID 19 has certainly forced many businesses to re-evaluate how “essential” they are to human 
needs, whilst many employees have spent more time on stuff that matters leading them to consider the purpose of 
their lives and how work supports that.

On a global scale Climate Change is still a pressing problem whilst movements for social change are only gaining more 
momentum.

More and more businesses see how they can align their work to support the movements that matter and matter to 
them, and B Corp is a great framework to understand this.



Systemic Drivers



Consumers
Will pay more for sustainable 

brands

Employees
Expect their employer to have 

a greater purpose and 
meaningful societal impact

Sustainable investment
Investments that consider ESG 
factors totaled *US$30.7 trillion 

across five major markets in 2018, a 
34% increase in two years
*About 10% of the total market.

66% 67% $31 T

Human Drivers:



What's The Benefit?
People want to work for, buy from (as customers and suppliers) and invest in businesses they believe in, and B Corp 
Certification is the most powerful way to build credibility, trust, and value for your business amongst all stakeholders. 

Get purpose at work in your organisation and see an increase in team performance, team engagement and profitability 
as well as attract and retain the best talent whilst gaining raving fans as a customer base.

And as a bonus, you get to sleep well at night knowing you've done the right thing! #priceless.

For businesses already doing good, it's the perfect tool to explore and record your positive contribution across 
governance, workers, environmental and social impact performance. It's the ultimate way to benchmark yourself 
against your local, regional and global peers as being best for the world! 

Not only is this the 'right thing' to do, but it also makes economic sense as well. Research shows that being a B Corp 
can add to your bottom line - and the numbers don't lie. Read on to find out more...



The ROI Of B Corp?



The ROI Of B Corp?



Of B Corps hired more 
employees in 2020

Of B Corps experienced 
employee growth of more 

than 15% in 2020
2/3 of all B Corps saw increase 

in revenue in 2020

52% 47% 2/3

And They Are Resilient



B Corps Globally B Corp Movement Growth in 
2020/21

Common Goal – Be The Best 
For The World

4000+ 25% 1

The B Corp Movement
The movement is gaining traction both locally and globally. Pretty soon your customers, employees, suppliers and investors will be 
asking you "do you even B Corp?". 



I'm a huge advocate for the movement and as part of that, I'm passionate about helping as many other businesses get Certified. 
So, let's help you become the business that the planet needs you to be right now and have you be a part of something amazing!

When it comes to navigating your B Corp Certification, I reckon I can help you on that journey. I'm a global expert in business for 
good, organisational purpose and creating impact led organisations and I regularly work with organisations in the US, Europe,
Australia and New Zealand. On top of that:

• I am NZ’s 1st qualified B Consultant having successfully completed the training programme run by B Lab ANZ.
• I've been helping companies navigate B Corp Certification since 2017.
• I’ve helped over 50 companies from New Zealand, US, UK and Hong Kong navigate the BIA Certification process.
• Grow Good is one of the founding Kiwi B Corps (#8).

That's why I offer a consulting service to make the process as quick and easy for you as possible, whilst at the same time bringing 
the B Corp assessment to life and engaging your entire team.

Ready For B Corp?
Assistance to help you navigate the B Corp 
Certification journey from NZ's B Corp expert.



So, if you have started but had the process stall, or just want some help from day 1, I'll be able to help you.

Book me to guide you through the process and over 4 hours of coaching and consulting we'll get you as close to the 80/200 
pass mark for you to go on and get your certification verified by the standards team. It's like you need to take an exam and I've 
taken that exam multiple times and have the answer sheet for many of the questions!

This offer includes:

• A 60-minute interactive and energising kick-off workshop to educate your entire team on the journey ahead
• 1:1 assistance to navigate the BIA
• Specific advice on how to answer the questions to maximise your points
• Advice around impact improvement by identifying quick wins vs long term initiatives
• Access to resources and documents to speed up the process - saving you as much as 20 hours of your time and energy
• Access to the Grow Good B Better Community to connect and network with other Wanna B’s
• Introductions and connections to other industry experts as you may need

Please note that whilst I can work with you to get your assessment completed in 4 hours, the full Certification process itself will 
take longer than that. This is particularly the case if you need to make significant changes to your organisation or operations or 
if there are elements of size and complexity to your organisation.

If you are not sure if B Corp Certification is for you or if you are a passionate B Corp supporter wanting to introduce the 
framework to your organisation I can also help you "sell" the idea to internal stakeholders.

How Does That Work?



"Tim was a huge help to us in gaining our B Corp accreditation. 
He provided some good, practical advice on what we could 

expect throughout the accreditation process and some 
excellent tips on how to interpret and respond to some of the 
trickier areas. But most of all Tim gave us the confidence and 
inspiration to just get on and do it when we could have spent 
many more months talking about it. I’d highly recommend Tim 
to any organisation thinking about embarking on the B Corp 

journey."

Sarah Able
GM People & Culture

The Co-Operative Bank

"A big thank you for all the time and effort that you put in to 
help us through the process. You seeded this idea a long time 
ago which set us on this path. Countless emails and hours of 

helping us get on track, especially in the early days, was 
instrumental in us getting to this point so thank you.”

Melissa McCosh
CFO

Trineo

Don't Just Take My Word...



"The B Corp movement is one of the most important of our lifetime, built on the 
simple fact that business impacts and serves more than just shareholders - it 

has an equal responsibility to the community and to the planet.”

Rose Marcario
Former CEO





Tim Jones
m. +64 21 288 23 63
e.   tim@growgood.co
w.  www.growgood.co


